
Introduction

The aging population in developed countries is advancing. 
In Japan, the aging population accounts for 26.6% in 2015, 
which was the highest in the world (1, 2). As a result, how 
Japan handles its aged society is being watched by the world. A 
major issue is maintaining the long-term care insurance system. 
The number of people certified for long-term care and support 
in 2015 was 6.2 million, which was approximately 5% of the 
total population (2, 3). Major conditions requiring the need 
of assistance or care were dementia (18.0%), cerebrovascular 
(16.6%), asthenia due to a ripe age (13.3%), and fracture 
(12.2%) in 2016 (4). Because asthenia and fracture are caused 
by frailty, it is important to slow its progression. Weakness, 
slowness, low activity, exhaustion, and weight loss are 
considered components of frailty, creating a self-perpetuating 
cycle, with malnutrition being a part of this cycle (5, 6).

Elderly individuals with poor dentition have difficulties 
eating a variety of foods such as fruits (7), vegetables (8, 9), 
fish and shellfish (8), as well as meat (9). In addition, their 
intake of protein, calcium, and dietary fiber is low (8-10). 
The Mini Nutritional Assessment-Short Form score of elderly 
individuals with non-functional occlusal support is lower than 
that of those with functional occlusal support (11). The number 
of present teeth and occlusal force of the elderly with frailty 
are lower than robust elderly individuals (12). Therefore, it is 
necessary to develop texture-modified foods for the purpose 
of maintaining the dietary intake of elderly individuals with 
masticating issues.

Texture-modified foods for patients with dysphagia have 
been studied since the 1990s, and have been standardized in 
some countries (13-16). In 2016, the International Dysphagia 
Diet Standardization Initiative developed international 
terminology and definitions for texture-modified foods (17). 
It is possible to use the highest class of these criteria for 
preparing texture-modified foods for elderly individuals with 
masticating problems. Although some criteria recommend 
foods cut into bite-sized or smaller pieces, these foods tend 
to be unappetizing, thereby contributing to decreased food 
intake in the elderly. Therefore, we focused on creating soft 
diet cooked foods. To evaluate the texture adequacy of a soft 
diet objectively, a physical measurement method is necessary. 
The Dysphagia Diet Pyramid (18) is a well-known physical 
assessment method for food texture in Japan. Therefore, we 
referred to the Dysphagia Diet Pyramid in this study. It is 
classified into six steps: a diet composed of jelly with less than 
2 g of protein per 100 g of food is used to initiate rehabilitation 
of dysphagia patients who suffered a stroke (Level 0: L0), 
diet consisting of jelly, pudding, or mousse containing protein 
(L1, L2), a diet made of puree or paste (L3), soft diets (L4), 
and ordinary diets (L5), depending on the values obtained 
from the texture measurement (19). The standard physical 
properties of the Dysphagia Diet Pyramid were determined by 
texture measurement of gradual meals depending on the level 
of dysphagia those were provided by the Seirei Mikatahara 
hospital (18,19).

To prevent the decrease in food intake of elderly individuals 
with weak masticatory skills, it is essential to set quantitative 
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standards of soft diet textures and share cooking methods that 
allow meeting these standards. Moreover, to maintain the 
nutritional level of the elderly, soft diets should have similar 
nutrition values to ordinary diets.

We studied soft diet cooking methods that could yield 
hardness below 40,000 N/m2, corresponding to level 4 (L4) 
of the Dysphagia Diets Pyramid. Moreover, we focused on 
main dishes, which provide high protein intake. We selected 
chicken, a meat that is more difficult to soften through cooking 
compared to pork and beef, and that can be sliced.

To soften the meat, the freeze impregnation method using 
protease, which is well known in Japan (20) is needed. 
However, this requires a vacuum packaging machine. We 
attempted to soften chicken using a commercially available 
softening agent for meat without a vacuum packaging machine, 
but the chicken did not become softer and was consequently 
not suitable for a soft diet. Therefore, we used minced chicken 
whose connective tissues were cut. Because the dumpling 
made from minced chicken only was hard, foodstuff was added 
to soften the meat. We selected baked wheat gluten called 
“yakifu,” a Japanese traditional food to maintain the same 
amount of protein as conventional chicken. The intake rate of 
the texture-modified chicken whose hardness was under 40,000 
N/m2 was significantly higher than that of the conventional 
chicken whose hardness was over 63,000 N/m2. However, the 
provided weight of the texture-modified chicken including 
water-soaked yakifu was approximately twice that of the 
conventional chicken thigh. According to the interviews with 
some participants, the provided amount of the texture-modified 
chicken was too much (21).

In this study, we tried to develop a novel texture-modified 
chicken whose weight was lower than that including yakifu. We 
carried out preliminary studies to decide which food additive 
to use for softening chicken. Baking soda, eggs, mayonnaise, 
and yogurt were tested. We ultimately selected yogurt because 
texture-modified chicken with yogurt was soft, tasty, and easy 
to handle. The proportions in the texture-modified chicken 
were decided, and then the intake amount by elderly residents 
of the newly created texture-modified chicken was assessed 
and compared to that of their conventional soft diet in order to 
evaluate its effectiveness.

 
Methods

Preparation of samples for assessing proportions for 
texture-modified chicken

We used chicken breast for texture-modified meat, because 
they contain more protein than chicken thigh. Chicken breast 
with removed skin and fat was grounded and used in this study. 
Minced chicken, yogurt, water, and potato starch were mixed, 
divided in 70-g samples, molded into an oval shape, and boiled 
for 5 min ensuring they spent 1 min above 75°C.

Test method for measuring proportions in the texture-
modified chicken

We evaluated the proportions of minced chicken, yogurt, 
water, and potato starch in the texture-modified chicken. We 
created four samples for which the textures were measured, 
where the minced chicken, yogurt, water, and potato starch 
contents were (a) 53.8 g, 13.5 g, 0 g, and 2.7 g, (b) 50.0 g, 12.5 
g, 5.0 g, and 2.5 g, (c) 50.0 g, 15.0 g, 2.5 g, and 2.5 g, (d) 49.0 
g, 16.2 g, 2.4 g, and 2.4 g, respectively (Table 1).

Table 1
Proportion and hardness of texture-modified chicken

Sample 
name

Minced 
chicken 
(g)

Yogurt (g) Water (g) Potato 
starch (g)

Hardness 
(×104Pa)*
mean ± SD

(a) 53.8 13.5 0.0 2.7 5.29 ± 0.68

(b) 50.0 12.5 5.0 2.5 5.29 ± 0.66

(c) 50.0 15.0 2.5 2.5 3.84 ± 0.33

(d) 49.0 16.2 2.4 2.4 2.96 ± 0.50

* Hardness of the texture-modified chicken was measured after boiled.

Texture measurement of samples for evaluating the 
proportions of texture-modified chicken

The texture measurement method was based on the 
Dysphagia Diet Pyramid using a creep meter RE2-33005S 
(Yamaden Japan). Samples were packed into a laboratory 
stainless dish with a diameter of 40 mm and depth of 15 mm. 
A 20-mm diameter cylindrical plunger was then plunged into 
the samples. The samples were kept at 20 ± 2°C, and a 20 N 
load cell was used. The distortion factor was 66.67% and the 
plunging rate was 1 mm/s. Hardness was calculated from the 
highest point on the texture curve. Each measurement was 
repeated five times; the highest and the lowest values were 
omitted, and the average was calculated using the remaining 
three values.

Intervention dates and participants
Surveys were conducted by researchers at a nursing home 

(long-term care health facility) in Kyoto, Japan twice in the 
month of June 2016. We provided teriyaki chicken for lunch 
using the texture-modified chicken and chicken thighs as a 
soft diet. All other dishes (rice, potato stew, boiled spinach, 
and soup) remained unchanged. The participants were 
composed of 34 elderly individuals (6 men and 28 women; 
mean age 89.7 ± 8.1 years). The study participants did not 
require assistance with eating. Even though thirteen of the 
participants had dementia, they sometimes needed for care 
or were independence with someone’s attention. The type of 
diet assigned to each participant was determined based on 
their eating status, their own requests, and observations made 
after admission by the medical doctor, physical therapist, 
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occupational therapist, nurse, and registered dietitian of the 
facility. We surveyed the intake amount by crossover design. 
The study participants were evenly divided into two groups 
(Group A and Group B) based on sex and age (Table 2). Group 
A received the texture-modified chicken on the first survey date 
(12 June) and the conventional chicken thigh on the second 
survey date (24 June). Group B received the conventional 
chicken thigh on the first survey date and the texture-modified 
chicken on the second survey date. This study was approved by 
the Ethics committee of Doshisha Women’s College of Liberal 
Arts (No. 56). We obtained the participants’ or their family 
members’ consent for study participation.

Table 2
Characteristics of the participants

Group A Group B Total

Age (y), mean ± SD 88.7 ± 9.0 90.7 ± 7.2 89.7 ± 8.1

Gender, n (%)

 Male 3 (18) 3 (18) 6 (18)

 Female 14 (82) 14 (82) 28 (82)

Disease, n (%)

 Dementia 6 (35) 7 (41) 13 (38)

 Cerebrovascular diseases 5 (29) 5 (29) 10 (29)

 Fracture 8 (47) 2 (71) 20 (59)

 Articular disease 5 (29) 3 (18) 8 (24)

 
Cooking method of the conventional teriyaki chicken for 

the intervention trial (one serving)
Approximately 70 g of chicken thigh was cut into bite-sized 

chunks and baked with 2 g of salad oil. It was then introduced 
into a pressure cooker along with 5 g of soy sauce, 3 g of mirin-
like seasoning, 2 g of cooking sake, 1 g of sugar, and water in 
which all food additives were previously immersed and stewed. 
A mixture of 2 g of starch and 2 g of water was subsequently 
added into the cooker to thicken the soup. We prepared 50 
servings (Figure 1).

Cooking method of teriyaki chicken using the texture-
modified chicken for the intervention trial (one serving)

Minced chicken breast (57 g), 19 g of yogurt, 2.5 g of 
water, 0.5 g of ginger juice, 3 g of potato starch, and 1 g of 
soy sauce were mixed. The mixture was shaped into an oval 
and boiled for 5 min, ensuring they spent 1 min above 75°C. 
These texture-modified chicken were put into a pot with 4 g of 
soy sauce, 3 g of mirin-like seasoning, 2 g of cooking sake, 1 g 
of sugar, and water in which all food additives were immersed 
and stewed. A mixture of 2 g of starch and 2 g of water was 
subsequently added into the cooker to thicken the soup. We 
prepared 50 servings (Figure 1).

Figure 1
Provided teriyaki chicken using the chicken thigh and the 

texture-modified chicken

Texture measurement of provided samples for the 
intervention trial

A sample of the meal provided in the nursing home was 
brought back to the laboratory with refrigerant packs and the 
texture was measured within 4 h. The measurement method 
was the same as mentioned above.

Measurement of the intake amount
Before the preparation of tray service, the texture-modified 

chicken and the chicken thigh of the main dishes of all 
participants were weighed. When the participant left some 
texture-modified chicken or chicken thigh, the leftovers were 
weighed and deducted from the total weight of the served 
chicken. The resulting value was treated as the intake amount. 
The intake rate was calculated by dividing the intake amount 
by the served amount.

Nutritional value calculation
Nutritional values were calculated using the seventh edition 

of the Japanese Standard Tables of Food Composition.

Data analysis
The Wilcoxon rank sum test was carried out using the IBM 

SPSS Statistics v24.0 software.
 

Results

Analysis of the proportions in the texture-modified chicken
Table 1 shows the hardness of the samples determined by 

texture measurements. Although sample (c) and (d) had a 
hardness that was lower than 40,000 N/m2 after boiling for 5 
min, the proportion of sample (d) that was softer than sample 
(c) was provided in the nursing home. 

Hardness and weight of the texture-modified chicken
The hardness of the provided texture-modified chicken 

served on both study days in the nursing home was 
approximately 30,000 N/m2. The hardness of the provided 
chicken thigh was > 63,000 N/m2, which is higher than the 
upper limit of the measurement in these conditions. The 
weights of the texture-modified chicken served on both survey 
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days were 1.2 and 1.4 times heavier than that of the chicken 
thigh (Table 3).

Table 3
Weight, hardness and nutritional value of the provided 

teriyaki chicken

Texture-modified 
chicken

Chicken thigh

1st day 2nd day 1st day 2nd day
Provided weight (g), mean 
± SD

77.8 ± 2.9 84.4 ± 2.8 64.3 ± 2.0 59.5 ± 0.5

Hardness (×104Pa), mean 
± SD

2.98 ± 0.23 3.02 ± 0.20 > 6.30 > 6.30

Nutritional value

 Energy (kcal) 113 124

 Protein (g) 14.6 13.7

 Fat (g) 1.7 5.5

 Carbohydrate (g) 8.3 3.3

Nutritional value
Table 3 shows the energy, protein, fat, and carbohydrate 

values of the provided teriyaki chicken made from the texture-
modified chicken or chicken thigh. Because the texture-
modified chicken was made from chicken breast, yogurt, and 
potato starch, the energy levels and the fat content were lower, 
and the carbohydrate content was higher than those of the 
chicken thigh.

Figure 2
Intake rate of teriyaki chicken using the chicken thigh and the 

texture-modified chicken

The numbers of the participants whose intake rates of both chicken thigh and texture-
modified chicken were 100% were 8 in group A and 4 in group B

Survey of intake amount
The number of participants whose intake rate of the 

conventional chicken thigh was 100% was 8 in group A and 4 
in the group B. The intake rate of the texture-modified chicken 
of participants whose intake rate of the conventional chicken 
thigh was 100% in all groups was also 100%. The number of 
participants whose intake rate of the texture-modified chicken 

was higher than that of the conventional chicken thigh was 7 in 
group A and 11 in group B. The number of participants whose 
intake rate of the texture-modified chicken was lower than that 
of the conventional chicken thigh was 2 in both groups (Figure 
2). Table 4 shows the mean intake rates. The intake rate of the 
texture-modified chicken of group B and all participants was 
significantly higher (p < 0.05, p < 0.01) (Table 4).

Table 4
Intake rate (%) of the teriyaki chicken using texture-modified 

chicken or chicken thigh

Texture-modified chicken,  
mean ± SD

Chicken thigh, 
mean ± SD

P-value

Group A (n=17) 73.6 ± 32.5 65.2 ± 36.1 0.086

Group B (n=17) 76.9 ± 27.2 54.8 ± 32.7 0.013

Total (n=34) 75.3 ± 29.5 60.0 ± 34.3 0.004

Discussion

The average of the intake rate of the teriyaki texture-
modified chicken using yogurt was higher than that of the 
chicken thigh (Table 4). In this study, we surveyed the intake 
amount by crossover design. Because it was assumed that the 
intake amount of the first survey day did not affect that of the 
second day, it was not necessary to consider carryover effect. 
We however considered the period effect, which was defined as 
the difference between the intake rate of the texture-modified 
chicken and the chicken thigh of the two groups. Consequently, 
there was no significant period effect between groups A and B.

In this study, both the texture-modified chicken and the 
chicken thigh were cooked with same seasonings. According to 
the interviews with some participants, they felt that the texture-
modified chicken was easier to eat than the chicken thigh. 
Therefore, chicken with a hardness of less than 40,000 N/m2 is 
suitable for a soft diet. Although the intake rate of the teriyaki 
chicken made from the texture-modified chicken using yakifu 
was also higher than that of the chicken thigh (21), the texture-
modified chicken was approximately twice as heavy as chicken 
thigh with similar protein content. This is because yakifu 
absorbed a significant amount of the seasoning soup. According 
to the interviews with some participants, the provided amount 
of the texture-modified chicken using yakifu was too much. 
Many participants left more of the other side dishes than those 
at the time of providing the chicken thigh. 

It is necessary to add water in order to soften food. As an 
example, mousse-formed and blended foods are cooked with 
a lot of water (22). Therefore, the intake energy and protein 
content of elderly individuals who ate the soft diet were less 
than that of those maintain a normal diet (23, 24). Increasing 
nutrient content is a big problem with cooking a soft diet. In 
this study, we used yogurt as an additive to mince the chicken. 
Using this method, we achieved softness and high nutrient 
content. Therefore, the intake rates of other side dishes were 
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same as those at the time of providing the chicken thigh.
The cooking of softened texture-modified meat has been 

previously reported. Kuroda et al. (25) and Takahashi et al. 
(26) developed texture-modified meat using minced chicken 
thigh with onion, and minced pork with some types of tuber, 
respectively. We estimated the protein contents of the texture-
modified meats obtained using onion or potato, which contain a 
lot of carbohydrate and very little protein. Because we focused 
on the main dishes that provide high protein intake, we did not 
try to use onion or potato as additives in this study.

Furthermore, we focused on 22 participants whose intake 
rate of conventional chicken thigh was not 100%, to prevent 
undernutrition. The average intake rate of the chicken thigh was 
38.2%, and that of the texture-modified chicken using yogurt 
was 61.8%. The energy and protein of the texture-modified 
chicken were similar to those of the chicken thigh. The 18 
participants, whose intake rate of the texture-modified chicken 
was greater than that of the chicken thigh, could ingest more 
energy and protein from the texture-modified chicken. 

This study however has several limitations. Texture 
measurements should be done at the temperature at which the 
food is provided. Indeed, physical properties of cooked meat 
are affected by its temperature (22). However, we measured the 
textures of the samples at 20°C, when they would have been 
softer than at the provided temperature.

In this study, our intervention was short. We should provide 
texture-controlled soft diet continuously and assess long-term 
nutritional status of the participants. Furthermore, we did 
not measure the occlusal force of the participants, as low 
masticatory performance limit food intake. Therefore, this is 
a major cause of undernutrition in the elderly (7-12). Future 
studies will need to account for the relationship between 
occlusal force and the hardness of the food being evaluated.

It was difficult to uniform the weight of the cooked teriyaki 
chicken under the ordinary running of lunch service in the 
nursing home. Therefore, we considered period effect to 
account for this limitation, and determined that there was no 
significant period effect between groups A and B. There was 
also no effect related to the difference in weight.

In conclusion, we developed a novel texture-modified 
chicken for a soft diet using yogurt. The texture-modified 
chicken had both softness and high nutrient content. According 
to the survey in the nursing home, the intake rate of the texture-
modified chicken was higher than that of the chicken thigh. 
Continuance of efforts such as that described in this study will 
lead to the prevention of undernutrition in the elderly.
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